Luxury beds
We are one third of Your life

comfort
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
Your body and mind both need high-quality rest. The individual parts of a Divian Dream bed come together to form a functional whole

We are one third of Your life

in which each components fulfils its own task and only when combined with the use of exclusively natural materials and quality
craftsmanship is it a guarantee of the perfect rest that you deserve.

There are few places where we spend so much of our time as in our beds. We are glad that you
have decided to give as much thought as such an important place deserves.
Divian Dream beds will help you.

Tradition, Natural Materials and Modern Technologies
The success of our beds is based combining time-tested traditional principles, the finest natural materials
and modern technologies. Our beds work on the same principle as those that our ancestors slept in many
decades ago. They are based on a spring system with all its advantages for a healthy and quality sleep. Just
as in the past, we too believe in the positive influence of purely natural materials on our health and the
quality of our sleep. The use of modern technologies, however, is essential in achieving true perfection.
We use pocket springs from non-conductive materials and of variable thickness and winding styles in
order to create comfort zones in our mattresses. We also work with a patented system for attaching
and connecting the more than 1000 springs that make up each of the mattresses we make.

A traditional material that has been used in the production of textiles ever since the 9th century. This material is one of the
core elements of high-quality mattresses and mattress toppers because it possesses several unique characteristics. One
of the biggest problems of mass-produced mattresses is the condensation of moisture. Each of us produces an average of
almost 2 dcl of sweat while sleeping without even knowing, and this is all collected inside such mass-produced mattresses.
Horsehair effectively dispels moisture and prevents its condensation within our mattresses. At the same time it is also used
to set the desired firmness of the mattress depending on the way it is distributed inside the mattress.

CASHMERE (CASHMERE WOOL)

Cashmere wool came to Europe at the beginning of the 19th century and, in spite of its steep price which can reach over
ten times the price of regular sheep’s wool, became an essential element in the production of luxury textiles. Cashmere
wool has one of the finest fibre structures, while also being extremely light and warm. The cashmere used in Divian Dream
mattresses and toppers comes exclusively from the hand-combed undercoat of Cashmere and Tibetan goats and ranks
among the finest in the world.

DAMASK

Damask is a single-color fabric with a fine woven pattern. It got its name from the Syrian city of Damascus, where it was
produced during the middle ages. Today’s production usually uses a cheap version of damask fabric using synthetic fibres,
but in Divan Dream’s beds you will find only the finest Belgian damask that is produced exclusively to order for our company
from high-quality natural fibre.

PURE NATURAL MATERIALS ONLY

HORSEHAIR

ORGANIC COTTON

NATURAL INDIA RUBBER

In the bedding industry cotton is still one of the dominant materials in the production of bed linen thanks to its high moisture

The basis for the production of natural India rubber is natural latex that is collected from a tapped Pará rubber tree. The most

absorption capabilities. Together with horsehair cotton contributes to the dissipation of body moisture while together with wool

important feature of India rubber, which makes it ideal for use in the production of beds and mattresses, is its ability to absorb

it provides thermal comfort. Cotton production is very susceptible to attacks from a number of pests, due to which the massive

and adjust to pressure while returning back to its original shape afterwards. In full accordance with our philosophy and faith in

use of chemicals is a regular part of the growing process. Divian Dream uses only organic cotton in its products. This cotton

the positive influence of purely natural materials on our health and the quality of our sleep, we use only high-quality natural India

is certified to be grown with no synthetic chemicals, fertilizers or pesticides. It is another way our company contributes to the

rubber in the production of Divian Dream beds.

quality of your sleep.

WOOL

SPRINGS

Woollen fabrics are larger in volume than other textiles thanks to its specific thermal insulation properties. What is more,

Springs have been a traditional material used during the production of beds and mattresses for centuries, tried and tested by

the insulation works both ways. The Touareg and Bedouin tribes have long used wool clothing to protect themselves from

our ancestors. For their use in modern beds it was necessary to combine tradition with modern technological procedures. We

excessive heat. Ensuring thermal comfort is also the basic task of the sheep’s wool used in the hand production of Divian

here in Divian Dream use springs from non-conductive metals with various degrees of firmness, thickness and winding design.

Dream beds. From a medical perspective natural sheep’s wool is moreover classified as a hypoallergenic material. And last but

These are then placed by hand into your new mattress and bed according to an individualised methodology in order to ensure

not least, sheep’s wool is used in the textile and furniture industries for its fire-safety characteristics, where wool significantly

the maximum comfort while achieving the necessary support for your body while sleeping. Springs also fulfil another important

out-performs most artificial materials in flame suppression and self-extinguishing abilities.

role for truly healthy sleeping – the bed’s ventilation. They work like a bellows, being compressed by your body as you sleep and
released when you change your position, pumping fresh new air into your mattress.

WOOD
The foundations must be solid. This is true in housing as well as in beds. For the construction of the Divian Dream divans our
master carvers have selected solid pine of exclusively Czech origin. It breathes well, has a high stability and contains no chemical
bonding agents.

silver
dream

SILVER MOONLIGHT IS THE INSPIRATION BEHIND THE SILVER
DREAM PRODUCT LINE
The Silver Dream mattresses are based on a traditional time-tested spring system comprised of 1160 hand-bound pocket springs.
For perfect comfort and the ideal support of your body while you sleep, we put the springs in layers of a total of 11 kg of pure
horsehair combined with 100% premium quality cotton. The functional harmony of these beds is ensured by a high-quality box
spring base (divan) made of solid pine and a functional core of a further 780 LFK springs, which provides the ideal transfer
of the weight created by your body while you sleep to the individual parts of the bed. Together with the topper mattress,
this is just the right combination to provide your body with sufficient comfort for your sleep.
Silver Dream Mattresses are available in Medium and Firm versions and they can be combined with a topper
mattress of your choice to create a truly perfect place for you to sleep. You will feel like you are in a fairy tale
every day in a Silver Dream bed.
The combined height of the mattress, topper and divan (without legs) is 52 cm.

golden
dream

THE SLEEP OF KINGS AND QUEENS
The Golden Dream product line is comprised of 58 cm of natural materials that will go to show you that you, too, can enjoy a royal sleep.
Two layers of pocket springs comprising the core of this mattress are surrounded by 19 kilograms of pure horsehair, wool
and cotton of premium quality. We provide Golden Dream mattresses in Medium, Firm, Extra Firm variations together with
a 6 cm-high topper for a truly royal feeling while sleeping. You can choose from a range of toppers that, just like the mattresses,
are made of natural materials of premium quality. The mattresses and toppers are upholstered with a Divian Dream cover
made of Belgian damask, which is made exclusively for our company. The box spring bases (divans) of the Golden
Dream line are made of solid pine, furnished with LFK springs instead of the regular slats so that, together with
a Golden Dream mattress, it makes a functional, mutually coactive whole to bring you royal sleep and dreams. The
combined height of the mattress, topper and divan (without legs) is 58 cm.

platinum
dream

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF PLATINUM DREAM, THE TOP
LINE OF MATTRESSES AND TOPPERS THAT YOU CAN ENJOY
FOR YOUR REPOSE
4900 pocket springs, 14 kg of hand-sorted horsehair, 13 kg of cotton and wool of the utmost quality and 4 kg of cashmere
ensure your perfect comfort.
The basis of the success of our Platinum Dream line is the unique mattress core comprised of three layers of pocket
springs connected by hand. The central layer of springs ensures your divine comfort, while the lower and
uppermost layers create comfort zones on both sides of the mattress. The unique core is surrounded by wool,
cotton and cashmere wool of the highest quality that create a functional whole. The hand-sorted horsehair
takes care of your thermal comfort during your sleep. But your body will be pampered by the uppermost
mattress layer, Belgian damask produced exclusively for our company. Platinum Dream mattresses are
available in 3 versions – Medium, Firm and Extra Firm.
The mattress is the heart of the bed, but it alone does not suffice to ensure your well-earned
rest in accordance with our philosophy. Thus the exceptional mattresses of the Platinum
Dream line are supplemented by a box spring base (divan) and topper mattress, made by
hand in our workshops with the same care and attention as our mattresses.
The combined height of the mattress, topper and divan (without legs) is 66 cm.

individual
BE THE DESIGNER OF YOUR NEW BED!

We provide the know-how, natural materials, exceptional comfort and outstanding craftsmanship.
You choose the design of the headboard and divan, select the cover material and colour
as well as the accessories according to your wishes and dreams. Atypical dimensions are part
of the Individual line, of course.

There’s more?
Certainly. Each individually designed bed comes with personalized labels on both the divan and the mattress handles.
Adapt your bed to fit your bedroom.

accesories
We make the wooden bed legs on order according to the customer’s wishes from Canadian or natural oak, beech, pine or acacia
in 15 shades of colour and a height according to the customer’s specifications.

Wood type A

Wood type B

Wood type C

Wood type D

Metal type E

Metal type F

Metal type G

Metal type H

beds

headboards
LYRA

AQUARIUS

ARA

GEMINI

COLUMBA

CYGNUS

PICTOR

CARINA

AURIGA

The colour and material for both the box
spring base (divan) and the headboard
can be selected from the Divian Dream
sample book.
The headboards can be combines freely
with the individual bed product lines.

collection 2014

hotel line

SILVER DREAM MATTRESSES

GOLDEN DREAM MATTRESSES

PLATINUM DREAM MATTRESSES

Mattress core:
Pocket spring core,
1160 springs (in a size of 180/200)

Mattress core:
Pocket springs, one on top of the other,
1848 springs (in a size of 180/200)

Mattress core:
Pocket springs, comfort springs on both sides,
a total of 3740 springs (in a size of 180/200)

Cushion layer:
Pure horsehair

Cushion layer:
Pure horsehair

Cushion layer:
Hand-sorted horsehair

Surface filling:
100 % cotton

Surface filling:
100 % cotton / wool 34 % / cotton 66 %

Surface filling:
100 % cotton / wool 34 % / cotton 66 % / cashmere wool

Mattress height:
22 cm

Mattress height:
28 cm

Mattress height:
32 cm

Hand sewn:
Yes

Hand sewn:
Yes

Hand sewn:
Yes

SILVER DREAM TOPPER

GOLDEN DREAM TOPPER

PLATINUM DREAM TOPPER

Filling:
India rubber foam from natural India rubber

Filling:
Pure horsehair

Filling:
Hand-sorted horsehair

Surface filling:
wool 34 % / cotton 66 % 500 gr/m2 (a total of 8 kg)

Surface filling:
100 % cotton / wool 34 % / cotton 66 %

Surface filling:
100 % cotton / wool 34 % / cotton 66 %

Mattress height:
6 cm

Mattress height:
6 cm

Mattress height:
8 cm

Hand sewn:
Yes

Hand sewn:
Yes

Hand sewn:
Yes

SILVER DREAM DIVAN

GOLDEN DREAM DIVAN

PLATINUM DREAM DIVAN

Frame:
Solid

Frame:
Solid

Frame:
Solid

Core:
LFK springs, 780 springs (in a size of 180/200)

Core:
LFK springs, 780 springs (in a size of 180/200)

Core:
Pocket springs, 1160 springs (in a size of 180/200)

Filling:
Softening cotton mixture

Filling:
Softening cotton mixture

Filling:
Softening cotton mixture

Divan height:
24 cm

Divan height:
24 cm

Divan height:
26 cm

Cover:
Cover from the Divian Dream collection

Cover:
Cover from the Divian Dream collection

Cover:
Cover from the Divian Dream collection

Legs:
Choice from the Divian Dream collection
of wooden and steel legs

Legs:
Choice from the Divian Dream collection
of wooden and steel legs

Legs:
Choice from the Divian Dream collection
of wooden and steel legs

You devote an immense amount of effort and resources to ensure perfect service for your guests. We also want the best for our
clients, just like you do for your guests. Entrust your guests’ sleep to our beds. Divian Dream’s Hotel line of beds are made with
100% natural premium materials, hand workmanship and tradition combined with modern procedures and technologies for a price
that will pleasantly surprise you. Allow us to help pamper your guests in the way we know best.
For more information please contact your retailer of Divian Dream beds.

warranty
our philosophy
Fine craftsmanship
Natural materials
Modern production technologies
Tradition
These are at the heart of our products.
We stand behind the quality of the materials and craftsmanship. As proof of the utmost attention that our
company devotes to the selection of materials, workmanship and quality inspection we are able to offer
you the maximum warranty when the beds are treated with care. We offer a life-time warranty
on the bed frame, 15-year warranty on mattresses and 5-year warranty for toppers.

None are sufficient without the others.
Together they are your key to divine dreams.
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